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Figure 1: Example driving simulators with various fidelity. The left two pictures show static driving simulators at the German
Aerospace Center in Brunswick (Germany). The middle picture shows the dynamic driving simulator at Technische Hochschule
Ingolstadt (Germany). The second picture from the right shows the dynamic driving simulator at the German Aerospace Center
in Brunswick (Germany) and the most right picture shows a dynamic driving simulator at BMW Group in Munich (Germany).

ABSTRACT
Driving simulators are among the most often used research tools in
the AutomotiveUI community. However, no common understand-
ing onwhen a simulator should be considered valid and how driving
simulator validity should be investigated exists, despite numerous
publications related to the topic throughout the past four decades.
The present paper aims at achieving a more refined understanding
of what driving simulator validity actually is. We propose a frame-
work which may be used in context of driving simulator studies and
provide recommendations for researchers approaching simulator
validation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion; Empirical studies in HCI ; • Computing methodologies→
Modeling and simulation; Simulation evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Driving simulators hold great potentials to replace real-world test-
ing, given that they are valid. As the presented work will highlight,
it is still unclear when a simulator should be considered valid and
how simulator validity should be investigated. This results in a
general lack of understanding of findings on simulator validity and
their correct interpretation. Driving simulators are among the most
commonly used research tools in the AutoUI community. Simulator
studies are useful not only because of the high controllability of the
environmental conditions, but also because it is possible to study
traffic situations here in an inherently safe test environment [9]. In
driving simulators, dangerous driving situations can be explicitly
induced and investigated, which would not be possible to examine
in real traffic. Nevertheless, a basic understanding of the validity
of driving simulators is required in order to understand and assess
the opportunities and limitations of both, own and third-party sim-
ulator study results. Throughout the present paper, we will discuss
different conceptualizations of driving simulator validity which
have been proposed in literature. Furthermore, we aim to achieve
a better understanding of the influence of the study design on the
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results obtained. We conclude the paper with recommendations for
researchers and practitioners.

2 A LITERATURE-BASED DISCUSSION ON
DRIVING SIMULATION VALIDITY

Driving simulator validity has occupied researchers since the devel-
opment of the first simulators. The probably most commonly shared
understanding of simulator validity distinguishes between physical
and behavioral validity (e.g., [2]). Physical validity is understood
as the physical correspondence of the simulated environment with
the real-world vehicle and environment. Behavioral validity refers
to the correspondence of driver behavior in the simulator with that
in the real world. Behavioral validity is further subdivided into
relative and absolute validity [2]. Absolute validity hereby refers to
the numerical correspondence of field and simulator data, while
relative validity would be given when effects in the field and in
the simulator point in the same direction [2]. Other conceptualiza-
tions of simulator validity can be found somewhat less frequently
in literature. Blana [4] as well as Engen [16] suggested that the
term validity as commonly understood by a psychologist would
not match the application in driving simulators. In Psychology,
validity is defined as "the degree to which empirical evidence and
theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness of
conclusions drawn from some form of assessment" [32]. In simple
terms, this means that validity is given when an experiment me-
thodically permits the conclusions that are drawn on the basis of
it. In our opinion, this can also be applied to research in driving
simulators, but only if simulator validity is considered in light of
the research question and not as a global simulator property. It is
generally assumed that a simulator must not always represent all
elements of the real environment, but only those that are relevant
for it, respectively [9, 15, 21].

The relevance of perceptual correspondence was also frequently
mentioned in literature [4, 5], especially in the context of simula-
tor motion [11, 27]. The idea is that perceptual correspondence of
(relevant) sensory input cues should result in the same behavior.
In presence of perceptual biases, however, driving behavior may
be distorted [17]. Internal and external validity [1, 16] refer to the
common psychological understanding. Internal validity describes
that a construct measures what it is supposed to measure and exter-
nal validity refers to the degree to which results can be generalized.
Ahlstrom et al. [1] further propose statistical validity, referring to
the validity of the applied statistical test (also mentioned as statis-
tical conclusion validity by [16]). Validation of realism [1] refers
to the extent to which the simulation appears realistic. The lat-
ter is similar to what other researchers term face validity [4, 26].
Also construct validity is mentioned in the context of simulator
validation [4, 16].

3 A FRAMEWORK TOWARDS DRIVING
SIMULATOR VALIDITY

Summarizing, there is a wide spectrum of definitions and forms
of validity. Note that it is never stated in the listed literature that
a specific form of validity is the only one requiring consideration.
Anyway, in order to achieve a common understanding, we recom-
mend to rely on the most cited definitions of validity, including

physical and behavioral (relative and absolute) validity. We believe
that both are rightfully considered, as there are both use cases
rather depending on behavioral validity (e.g., most HCI research)
and physical validity (e.g., tuning driving dynamics). Taken together,
behavioral and physical validity should cover those aspects which
are generally relevant (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Suggested driving simulator validity framework,
including the aspects behavioral and physical validity (own
illustration). Behavioral validity covers those aspects related
to the human while physical validity relates to the objective
realism of vehicle and environment properties.

Furthermore, we suggest that validity should always be evalu-
ated considering the use case and research questions [16] based on
the fact that not all cues are relevant at all times. We allocate per-
ception as a sub-construct of behavioral validity. It should likewise
be influenced by simulator properties and may act as a mediator
towards a more realistic driving behavior. Subjective realism, face
validity, or the sense of presence may act as a mediator towards
behavioral validity as well. Despite increasing subjective realism
is a purpose in itself, we do not want to consider it as a form of
validity. Note that we further regard the task as the factor defining
simulator requirements rather than an influencing factor.

We argue that both perceptual correctness and a minimum sense
of presence must be given to obtain valid results, but presume that
neither perception nor presence but rather behavioral validity is
the key to obtaining valid results. The requirements for a correct
statistical methodology are also not specific to simulator validation,
but rather a general quality criterion for user studies.

4 FACTORS INFLUENCING SIMULATOR
VALIDITY

In the following, we will mainly address factors influencing behav-
ioral validity, as this aspect is deemed more relevant to the Auto-
motive UI community. The present paper may later be extended to
cover more aspects. Extending our framework towards behavioral
validity, we suggest simulator and individual factors to influence
behavioral validity and that both aspects should be considered in
validation attempts. Simulator properties directly influence physical
validity and, via this, behavioral validity (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Simulator properties directly influence physical
validity, and, via this, behavioral validity (own illustration).
Behavior is further determined by individual factors. Note
that even though physical validity is decreased by altering a
simulator property, behavioral validity may still be increased.
Simulation properties can hence influence physical validity
and behavior via that, yet we do not state that the correlation
of physical and behavioral validity must always be positive.
For instance, road bumps may be scaled down (decreasing
physical validity) to achieve a more realistic driving behavior
(increasing behavioral validity) or subjective realism.

There is no common standard or vocabulary on what elements a
driving simulator consists of or what minimum fidelity is required
for a setup to be called a driving simulator. A suchlike standard
should be agreed on and form the basis for simulator validation
studies to foster comparability. Caird and Horrey [9] suggested
that the fidelity of a driving simulator and the requirements of a
research question should be mapped using a taxonomy or matrix,
emphasizing that different research questions come with different
requirements.

Published research indicates influences of, for instance, the ve-
hicle mockup [8, 28], the fidelity of the simulated scenario [13],
the presence of a motion system [3, 30], motion cueing [7], and
the visualization hardware [18, 22] on driving behavior. Note that
results differ with regard to different outcome variables, i.e., using
a higher fidelity simulator is not generally beneficial but it depends
on the research question and the dependent variables considered
whether there is an advantage of using a higher fidelity driving
simulator.

Also individual influencing factors impact driving behavior in
the simulator. Individuals differ, for instance, with regard to their
tendency to feel present in virtual environments or their driving
style, affecting driving behavior. However, individual influences can
hardly be standardized. Issues related to interindividual variance
should be overcome using large sample sizes in between-subject
designs. In within-subject designs, individual variance is explained
variance, though carry-over and contrast effects may occur and
require consideration [10, 19].

4.1 Mediating factors
As previously noted, perception is directly influenced by the phys-
ical simulator setup and may influence driving behavior. To date, it
is not possible to replicate the full range of perceptual cues which
would be present in the real world. Building on the idea that only
those cues which are relevant to the task at hand must be replicated,
this should also not be necessary. Nevertheless, behavioral validity
may be reduced if relevant cues are distorted. Visual depth cues, for

instance, cannot be completely adequately represented by displays
[6]. To overcome systematic biases, practitioners may decide to
intentionally deviate from the correct depiction to achieve more
realistic driving behavior [9].

Further, it was hypothesized that the sense of presence may
act as a mediating factor towards behavioral validity [14, 25]. The
sense of presence is defined as the psychological sense of being
there in a virtual environment [31]. The basic idea is that the more
the virtual driving environment is perceived as being real, the more
realistic drivers should behave. While the presented assumption
appears rational, note that to the best of our knowledge, there is
no research to date proving a positive interrelation of presence and
behavioral validity in driving simulation.

4.2 Interfering factors
Besides the abovementioned influencing factors, there are further
factors interfering with driving simulator validity. The most promi-
nent is probably the occurrence of simulator sickness based on
the notion that participant behavior changes when experiencing
simulator sickness [12]. Simulator sickness is believed to be in-
fluenced by individual, task, and simulator factors [23]. Against
this context, a simulator inducing a lower incidence of simulator
sickness for a specific scenario should be preferred, which is fur-
ther beneficial to reduce dropouts. Note that [20] did not observe a
strong relationship between sickness and driving performance.

Perceptual bias, a lack of a realistic risk perception, or breaks in
presence may also negatively impact simulator validity. Mismatches
of provided cues, or the relation of different cues, could also impact
driving behavior. A 1:1 cueing in longitudinal direction, for instance,
may be disadvantageous rather than beneficial when other cues,
e.g., the lateral axis is missing or scaled down.

4.3 Methodological issues in driving simulator
validation studies

Along with the relevance of the use case comes the fact that results
can vary with regard to different dependent variables. The opera-
tionalization and the selected measure for the construct of interest
therefore have a major impact. To put an example, if attention is
measured by gaze behavior, different simulator characteristics are
likely to play a role (visualisation system, vehicle mockup, ...) than
if attention is measured by the standard deviation of the lateral
position (steering wheel setup, force feedback, ...).

Quality of real-world data. There is always a measurement error
in the field [3], which does not necessarily exist in simulation. Sec-
ond, environmental conditions, such as the behavior of other road
users, weather, or lighting conditions, can be perfectly controlled
in the driving simulator, whereas being subject to uncontrollable
fluctuations in the real world. Third, the place where real-world
data are acquired is relevant [22]. If experiments are conducted on
test tracks, the transferability to naturalistic driving conditions may
be questioned just as much as in the driving simulator, raising the
question which test environment is more valid in case of discrepan-
cies. Naturalistic traffic observations constitute an alternative, but
offer little controllability.
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Statistical issues in driving simulator validation studies. Last, the
selection of the appropriate statistical test plays an important role.
Statistical power must be considered [16]. Validity is most often
concluded from the absence of statistical evidence for an effect, i.e.,
the absence of a significant difference is interpreted as evidence
for validity, which is a misconception. We highly recommend that
researchers should rely on statistical methods allowing to draw
conclusions about equivalence instead, such as equivalence tests or
Bayesian hypothesis tests [24]. Given that most published research
concludes validity from non-significant results of null-hypothesis
significance tests, researchers should be aware of the fact that
non-significant results may be either due to true equivalence, or
a lack of power. Practically speaking, power greatly depends on
the sample size, i.e., smaller effects can be detected with a higher
probability using larger samples. Also, within-subject designs have
a higher power than between-subject designs. We recommend that
researchers should first define relevant effects and then decide for
an adequate statistical methodology and study procedure.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS
Summarizing and in parts extending the information presented
above, we conclude our paper with recommendations for both
researchers interested in conducting validation studies and re-
searchers and practitioners employing driving simulation as a tool.

1. What constructs should be considered and measured in
context of driving simulator validation?

To improve the comparability of driving simulator validation
studies, a common definition of the constructs related to driving
simulator validity should be used. The present work proposes to
rely on behavioral and physical validity.

Beyond that, it is relevant to study both influencing and interfer-
ing factors towards behavioral validity, despite we do not consider
these as independent forms of validity. Increasing the subjective
realism and the sense of presence is a sensible purpose itself, as
even if behavior would not be positively affected, compliance and
joy of use should increase. In light of ethical considerations, also
reducing simulator sickness is a goal detached from simulator va-
lidity. Cue mismatches and perceptual correspondence should be
investigated considering how these affect driving behavior, as there
may be a sweet spot here which does not necessarily go in hand
with increasing physical validity.

2. When should a driving simulator be considered valid?
First of all, note that a driving simulator itself should not ever

be given a label such as "valid" or "invalid", but should only be
considered valid or invalid with regard to one (or more, if more have
been tested) research question and dependent variables. Installing
standards to classify driving simulators, it will become easier in
the future to draw inferences from studies conducted by other
researchers, as it can be easily evaluated whether the used driving
simulators align. The necessity is, however, that researchers make
use of and report these standards.

Therefore, when evaluating whether a simulator is valid for a
given research question, researchers should consider validation
studies focusing on use cases and dependent variables relevant
to them rather than "overall" validation attempts. Finally, validity
should only be concluded if evidence of statistical equivalence is

provided rather than the absence of evidence of effects. Carefully
consider sample and effect sizes in studies on simulator validity rely-
ing on the results of null-hypothesis significance tests, and evaluate
these is light of your own considerations of what effects/differences
are practically relevant to your research question. Non-significant
results are a lack of evidence, not proof of the absence of effects -
and statistical power may simply have been too low to determine
relevant differences with null-hypothesis significance tests. With
Bayes factors or equivalence tests, consider priors or equivalence
bounds in light of those differences which would be practically
relevant to your research questions.

3. How should driving simulator validity be investigated?
Planning a validation study, it should be considered which sce-

narios, tasks, and dependent variables are relevant. These first
considerations form the basis of the validation study. Regarding
statistical methods, we recommend using Bayesian hypothesis tests,
as these can provide evidence for both H0 and H1 (within the same
test) and discriminate evidence for a null-effect from the absence
of evidence. If, despite their shortcomings, null-hypothesis signifi-
cance tests are used, power analyses should be conducted based on
practically relevant effect sizes, and effect sizes should be reported.
We also recommend relying on and reporting standards to describe
simulator setups as soon as these are available. In this way, a driving
simulator can be described objectively.

4. What driving simulator can be used for a specific use
case or research question?

The question what simulators may be used to validly investigate
what research questions is of interest for institutions being able
to choose from a selection of simulators, institutions considering
which driving simulators to acquire to answer their research ques-
tions, and practitioners interpreting the results of driving simulator
studies. In the end, researchers will probably be required to create
themselves a requirements table for the use cases relevant to them
(for illustration, see Table 1). As repeatedly mentioned throughout
the present paper, it is recommended to rely on standards for this
table, as soon as available. The table can then be filled based on
literature and own validation studies. In form of validation studies,
simulator properties can be varied systematically (while keeping
remaining parameters constant) to achieve an understanding of
which simulator properties play a role for the use case under in-
vestigation, and to understand how a relevant simulator property
should be pronounced.

Practically speaking, we are well aware that we are far from
knowing how every simulation property affects each outcome vari-
able in any use case, and that each new combination of simulation
properties, which was not explicitly tested, may induce different
results. Having conducted a user study for each single simulator
property therefore is not a serious prerequisite we can formulate.
Also expert knowledge acquired by persons conducting simulator
studies as well as literature can be a valuable complement to fill
requirement tables.

6 LIMITATIONS
This paper is based exclusively on the presented literature. The
literature search was not conducted systematically and the existing
literature could not be presented in full due to the brevity of the
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driving dynamics evaluation user interface testing safety of use ...
motion base
max. acceleration
image resolution
horizontal field of view
moving objects
steering
...

Table 1: Example table for a mapping of use cases and requirements. Note that the categories of both simulator properties and
use cases are only for illustratory purposes and do not claim correctness or completeness. Depending on the given findings on
what simulator properties are required to validly investigate a specific use case (see section 5.4), the table can be filled (e.g., if
the use case is "evaluating driving dynamics", the requirements towards a motion base may be quite high, such as six degree of
freedom and a maximum acceleration of 6𝑚/𝑠2, while the requirements towards the visual system may be relatively low, such
as 15 pixels per degree resolution, 180° horizontal field of view, ...). These requirements can be assigned to the use cases using a
standardized table format.

publication format. Accordingly, there is no claim to completeness
of the discussion presented. The present work also mainly focuses
on behavioral validity. It may be extended to cover aspects related
to physical validity in the future.

7 FUTUREWORK
As repeatedly proposed throughout the present paper, research in
context of driving simulation should rely on standards to correctly
describe and classify the simulators used. These standards may be
applied to match use case requirements and simulator properties.
A working group within the German standards association DIN is
currently developing a proposal for a suchlike standardized classifi-
cation of simulators and use cases (a structured table template in
the understanding of [9]).

8 CONCLUSION
In the present paper, we discussed different definitions of validity
and suggested practical recommendations towards conducting vali-
dation studies and evaluating the validity of a simulation setup for
a question at hand. We recognize that it is unreasonable to demand
that every aspect of the impact of the various simulation properties
on outcome variables in different use cases be understood prior
to conducting a simulator study. Nevertheless, we encourage re-
searchers to carefully question the validity of their given setup
before conducting simulator studies and when interpreting the
results of simulator studies rather than taking validity as granted.

To conclude our paper, we suggest a rather practical attempt to-
wards driving simulator validity. Sometimes, also the "best", highest-
fidelity driving simulator can produce invalid results. Even then it
can be valuable to conduct studies in the driving simulator. Select-
ing a driving simulator, it should also be considered that a higher
simulation fidelity drives costs [29]. Efficient planning therefore of-
ten means not choosing a higher fidelity than necessary. Subsuming,
this paper is intended to initialize further discussions on the topic
of simulator validity in order to reach a common understanding
and finally standardized methods and criteria for the determination
of driving simulator validity.
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